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Biography
The 95th are an enigmatic Alternative Rock band from Stafford in the West Midlands. Inspired by
the personal, political and the poetical The 95th provide their unique spin on British working 
class life.  

The 95th have also had the pleasure of opening for artists as diverse as indie rock legend Paul 
Heaton to X-Factor star Lucy Spraggan. The band have also been nominated for Best Band 
awards by 6 Towns Radio and the Rock the House competition, dubbed as Parliaments biggest 
music competition. The band have followed these successes with gigs in New York and a 
headline gig at the O2 Academy 2.



The 95th were born out of the late 2000’s eclectic Aberystwyth University music scene where 
playing gigs in a dirty pub or decadent hotel was considered standard fair. When drummer Jason 
Davidson returned to the seaside town to complete a masters degree he immediately wanted to 
find a new band. As fate would have it songwriter James Peate happened to be looking for a 
drummer, and mutual friends brought the two together. Although Jason was rooted firmly in blues 
rock and Peate in the more alternative scene the pairs musical backgrounds collided to create a 
unique sound. Although the bands popularity on the Aber scene steadily grew when the members 
finished their respective courses they all went their separate ways leaving the band as a happy 
memory.

                                                                                     
But when Davidson returned from Spain in late 2013 Peate was the first to contact him with a 
favour. He was already playing gigs solo and wanted to start a new project, would he be 
interested? To this new line-up Peate brought seasoned lead guitarist Peter Roch. The threesome 
clicked immediately with a gig lined up at Birmingham’s Actress and Bishop only a few weeks later. 
It became obvious from the start that this new line-up was inherently different and had its own 
unique sound, the old material from Aber just wouldn’t do.

                    

Each member brought their own influences and nuances to new material which began to develop 
and the members played together more. Acoustic gigs in London at Acklam market honed the 
bands ability, whilst electric gigs in Camden’s famous Dublin Castle honed the bands live show. The 
summer of 2014 brought a series of successful festival performances In Stafford, Lichfield which 
culminated in being invited to open for Jacqui Abbott and Paul Heaton at Heaton’s Kings Arms pub 
in Salford. The performance went down a storm and showcased what the band do best, 
performing live. As the bands repertoire and reputation grows 2015 looks like becoming an exciting
year for The 95th
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Our Music

You can find the music of The 95th at the following places:

Soundcloud.com/the95th                                                                                                                                         

Youtube.com/the95thmusic



Press Quotes

“Fantastic band...The slightly funky and groovy elements mixed with the 
band's signature style is such a pleasure to listen to.”
-House in the Sound: houseinthesand.de

“Absolutely Incredible...I love it, love it, love it!”
-Ross Ocego, Radio Warrington 29.11.14 & Soundcloud podcast

“Energetically driven and thrilling music, strong vocal impetus, fierce 
drumming”
- Radio KC

“A sonorous and fiercely rousing sound,edgy and vehement vocals “
- Nessi Holt, carpecarmina.blogspot.de/

“Young and very talented”
-Transmission X Radio

"The style and sound of The 95th makes for a great inclusion at a summer 
festival"
- music224.com/ 

"enigmatic and heart-stomping"
- Prototype Magazine

"Energy is infectious, eliciting large cheers and whoops not only with their 
songs, but also with his banter between songs."
-Stoke of Genius 

Contact
You can contact The 95th in a varity of ways:

Email: band@the95th.co.uk

Phone:07876 263249 
Social Media: Facebook.com/the95th
                          Twitter.com/the95thmusic
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